
BASEBALL

Suitable for ages 13 and up 

Pocket Baseball Rules

Batter up!  A game for two players.  A pen & paper is all you need to keep track of innings and runs, or 
you can download a scoresheet from our website www.pocketsportsgames.com.    A full game of 9 
innings may take 30 - 40 mins.  

There are 7 dice that represent the PITCHER; TWO BATTING STYLES; INFIELD and OUTFIELD players; and 
two outcome dice (ARMS & LEGS) used to determine if a player is SAFE or OUT. 

LEGS vs ARMS is a common dice roll between both players when running to, or stealing, bases. Each 
player has their own die (black or white). These will be used by the runner and fielder to see if the 
runner’s speed (LEGS) beats the fielder’s throw (ARMS). LEGS always rolls first, followed by ARMS.

To start, both players roll their dice (Black / White) - the highest roller decides who bats/pitches first.

PITCHING   
To pitch, roll the red PITCHER die.  You have 1/6 chance of a STRIKE or BALL and 4 other pitches that 
require the batter to swing.

BATTING  
There are two BATTING dice and you can choose your game strategy. Orange hits to the INFIELD.  Blue 
hits to the OUTFIELD.    Hit for a single or hit for a Home Run!
*Both BIG HIT & DEEP HIT are deemed to be in the air and able to be caught.

FIELDING
There are also two FIELDING dice. Purple covers INFIELD hits. Green covers OUTFIELD hits.  Depending 
on what kind of hit - the FIELDER will roll accordingly. 
Any CATCH! is an immediate OUT.      
Catch!/Throw! - An OUT (if catchable) and the chance of a double play if there is another runner. Throw 
to any/2nd/3rd - unless the base is stated (2nd/3rd) the FIELDER can choose which base to throw to.
Any ERROR is a fumble and the runners advance (1) or (2) bases automatically.
A LINE DRIVE is also catchable for the INFIELDERS.

Throwing to base - LEGS vs ARMS
Any time a runner is advancing or stealing a base, the runner (LEGS) and fielder (ARMS) must roll the 
dice to see who wins.  If LEGS has the highest roll, the runner has safely made it to the base.  If ARMS 
wins, the throw has beaten the runner and the runner is out.

On certain plays, you may not need to do this.  In the case of SINGLE (1) or DOUBLE (2) the runner(s) 
automatically advance that number of bases.  Likewise, GROUNDOUT 1st automatically results in the 
runner being OUT.

In the case of a DOUBLE PLAY opportunity, the fielder can choose which base to roll the ARMS dice for. 
If successful, you can choose a second base and roll again.  If  you are not successful on the first   
of the double play, you may not try for the second runner.   The play is over. 
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STEALING A BASE
A runner can elect to try and steal a base at anytime BEFORE the Pitcher rolls. You must announce this 
and use the ARMS vs LEGS dice roll to determine if the base is successfully stolen, or the runner is 
given OUT.   

However, in the event of a tied roll, the RUNNER must turn around and return to the base he was on 
and the STEAL has been prevented. Whether successful or not, a STEAL can not be attempted again 
until after a pitch is thrown.

POWER PLAYS
Both Teams start with 6 POWER PLAYS they can use at anytime during the game. A POWER PLAY 
allows you to improve your dice roll result on certain plays. 

1 x Legs Power Play  - allows +1 to be added to all LEGS for 1 inning only (3 outs) 
1 x Arms Power Play - allows +1 to be added to all ARMS throw to base for 1 inning only
3 x Power Hitters - any HIT (even a Bunt) becomes ‘BIG HIT’- They can be brought in to bat at anytime
1 x Relief Pitcher - can be used for 1 inning only. Nominate one other pitch (on the RED die) to become 
STRIKE (i.e. choose FAST BALL to also be a STRIKE for the duration of the inning). 

To use a POWER PLAY, simply announce at the start on an inning, or during an inning for the Power 
Hitter.  Flip the appropriate counter to show which POWER PLAY you are using and place it to the side 
of the diamond as shown below in Fig 1*

You  can use other counters to mark runners on base. 

SAFE / OUT (tied rolls)
This is optional - In the event of tied rolls (except STEALS) between LEGS vs ARMS, you may revert to 
the fielding side to  roll their ARMS die to check the referee’s call of either SAFE or OUT. 

Arms vs Legs




